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SSC97-VIII-6
THE ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
FOR THE
WIDE-FIELD INFRARED EXPLORER MISSION
Michael D. Fennell*, Victoriano Z. Untalan III+ & Dr. Michael H. Lee**
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771
Abstract. This paper presents the Attitude Control System (ACS) design for the Wide-Field Infrared
Explorer (WIRE) mission. The WIRE spacecraft, the fifth in the series of NASA Small Explorer
(SMEX) spacecraft, is currently scheduled for launch in September 1998. WIRE is a momentum-biased,
three-axis stabilized stellar pointer which must meet a radial pointing stability requirement of 6 arcsecond (1 0-). The spacecraft will slew to a new target 8 to 10 times per orbit, and perform small
(approximately 1 arc-minute) offset maneuvers every 48 seconds while on a target. As a means of
providing the most science for the cost, the third SMEX spacecraft was used as the baseline in the
development of the WIRE ACS subsystem. Key drivers forcing modifications to this design are the short
mission duration and the instrument sun and earth avoidance constraints. The WIRE attitude control
system implements a hierarchy of modes where the "higher" modes are of increasing complexity and
accuracy. These ACS modes are utilized in conjunction with fault detection and handling logic to
autonomously insure the safety of the instrument and spacecraft. The WIRE ACS will provide high
pointing accuracy capability, robust maneuvering, and autonomous safing packaged in a small, low cost
spacecraft.

Nomenclature
ACE
ACS
C&DH
CSS
DSS
FDH
FOV
MTB
NASA

Attitude Control Electronics
Attitude Control System
Command and Data Handling
Coarse Sun Sensor
Digital Sun Sensor
Fault Detection and Handling
Field of View
Magnetic Torquer Bar
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
PD
Proportional Derivative
PID
Proportional Integral Derivative
PROM
Programmable Read Only Memory
RMS
Root Mean Square
SAMPEX Solar, Anomalous, and
Magnetospheric Particle Explorer
SCS
Spacecraft Computer System
SMEX
Small Explorer
STP
Stellar Point
*

SWAS
TAM
TRACE
TRIAD
TSA
WAES
WIRE
ZSP

Submillimeter Wave Astronomy
Satellite
Three-Axis Magnetometer
Transition Region and Coronal
Explorer
Three-Axis Attitude Determination
Transitional Stellar Acquisition
Wide Angle Earth Sensor
Wide-Field Infrared Explorer
Zenith Sun Point

Introduction
The Wide-Field Infrared Explorer (WIRE) is the
fifth spacecraft developed under the NASA Small
Explorer (SMEX) program. This 250 kg (551 Jb)
scientific spacecraft is scheduled for launch in
October 1998 on an Orbital Science Corporation
Pegasus XL launch vehicle. The Submillimeter
Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS), the third
SMEX spacecraft, was used as a baseline in the
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design and development of the WIRE Attitude
Control System (ACS).I This provided increased
reliability while helping to reduce the overall
subsystem cost. Modifications and improvements
of this design were driven by key WIRE mission
and instrument requirements.

mISSiOn is to study the evolution of starburst
galaxies and to search for protogalaxies. The
instrument consists of a cryogenically cooled, 30
cm aperture, infrared imaging telescope, which
will detect faint astronomical sources in two
wavelength bands centered on 12 and 25 J.lm.
WIRE is a 4 month mission that will cover over
100 deg 2 of sky with its 33 arcminute by 33
arcminute field of view telescope. Refer to
reference 2, for a general description of the WIRE
science and instrument.

The purpose of this paper is to present a concise
yet detailed description of the WIRE ACS design.
Initially, an overview of the WIRE Mission and
the key science imposed ACS requirements are
briefly described. This is followed by a detailed
discussion of the ACS configuration and design,
which includes:
hardware configuration,
operational control modes, and fault detection and
handling. Finally, performance results of the
various ACS modes are presented through two
high-fidelity simulations. The modifications made
to the SWAS baseline and the specific WIRE
science and instrument requirements driving these
changes will be highlighted throughout this paper.

WIRE will be launched nominally into a 470 by
540 km sun-synchronous orbit. This orbit is
required to remain eclipse free for the duration of
the mission to give the spacecraft a stable thermal
environment with a low average heat load on the
cryostat.
Figure 1 illustrates the on-orbit
The
configuration of the WIRE spacecraft.
instrument and star tracker boresight are aligned
with the +Z body axis. The +Y body axis is
directed towards the highest point of the
instrument aperture shade and out the front of the
solar arrays. The body +X axis makes up the
right-handed Cartesian
coordinate
system.

WIRE Mission
The primary science objective of the WIRE

Aperture
Shade

Instrument Cover
(Deployed on Orbit)

Star Tracker

Modular
Solar Array

Composite
Spacecraft

+X Earth Sensor

Figure 1: WIRE Spacecraft On-Orbit Configuration.
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WIRE has an instrument aperture cover which will
remain on for 3 to 4 days after launch to prevent
instrument
contamination
during
initial
outgassing. Prior to the cover being jettisoned, the
ACS will acquire the sun and perform initial
check-out of the other control modes. The
spacecraft has a solar power constraint to maintain
the +Y axis within 30 degrees of the sun. This
requirement must be met during all ACS modes.
Once the cover is ejected, the ACS is required to
maintain the instrument boresight more than 75
degrees from the sun line and within 30 degrees of
zenith. Violating these constraints will cause an
increased heat load on the cryostat thereby
reducing mission life. A catastrophic failure to the
WIRE instrument could result from an extreme
sun avoidance violation, such as the +Z axis
pointed towards the sun.

target for approximately 10 minutes as the
instrument collects a series of 48 second
exposures, each separated by small pointing
offsets (dithers). Multiple exposures taken on a
given science target over several orbits are
registered and co-added on the ground. The ACS
is required to slew the spacecraft 72 degrees and
settle within a period of 3 minutes, while the 1
arcminute dithers must be accomplished in 7
seconds. The science requires the ACS to remain
on the observing targets with a pointing accuracy
of 3 arcminute (3cr) and a 28.5 arcminute (3cr)
accuracy about the boresight. Additionally, a
relative accuracy of 11.6 arcseconds (3cr) for
pointing and 18 arcminutes (3cr) about the
bore sight must be met from one dither attitude to
the next. During an exposure period, the ACS
must meet a RMS radial pointing stability of 6
arcseconds, which corresponds to an X and Y axis
jitter of 12.7 arc seconds (3cr).

During non-safing ACS modes, there is an
additional constraint to keep the sun within ± 3
degrees, about the Z axis, from the highest point
of the instrument aperture shade. Illustrated in
Figure 2, the composite of this constraint with
those listed above gives the allowed sun pointing
region for the higher ACS modes.
Z

WIRE ACS Configuration
The WIRE ACS is configured as a three-axis
stabilized, momentum-biased system which
utilizes the following sensor and actuator suite:
magnetometer, coarse and fine sun sensors, earth
sensor, gyros, star tracker, magnetic torquer bars,
and reaction wheels. The system architecture
utilizes a digital controller, running on the
Spacecraft Computer System's (SCS) 16 MHz
Intel 80386 processor and 80387 coprocessor, for
normal science mode and safehold operations.
Both the ACS and the Command and Data
Handling (C&DH) subsystem share this processor.
Additionally, an independent controller, hosted in
the Attitude Control Electronics (ACE) box, is
used for initial sun acquisition and safehold
operations. The 80386 processor communicates
with the ACE box and star tracker via the MILSTD-1553 data bus. Figure 3 illustrates the WIRE
1553 data bus. In general, the WIRE ACS
configuration is the same as SWAS except for a
few key elements necessary to meet the critical
requirements of earth and sun avoidance. The
following paragraphs highlight the in-house
developed ACS hardware elements and the
remaining procured sensors and actuators.

Instrument Boresight

Sun must be in
Illis region
(non-sa6ng modes)

x
Solar Power Constraint

Figure 2: Composite Sun Pointing Region for the
Higher ACS Modes.

WIRE science observations will be carried out by
commanded target timelines uplinked and stored
onboard the spacecraft. Based on the science
targets of interest and the above constraints, the
ACS will sequentially point at 8 to 10 observing
targets each orbit. The spacecraft will remain on a
3
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Figure 3: WIRE Data Flow Diagram

ACS costs and avoids a costly redesign of the
analog electronics.

In-house Developed Hardware

The in-house developed hardware consists of the
ACE box, gyro pack, magnetometer, and reaction
wheels. The fourth SMEX spacecraft, Transition
Region And Coronal Explorer (TRACE), uses
these identical hardware elements} Since both
missions base lined the SWAS ACS, a decision
was made early on to further reduce costs by
doing a combined hardware build for the TRACE
and WIRE attitude control systems. 4

Gyro Package. The gyro package is a single box
containing three Bell Textron tuned restraint
inertial gyros and their support electronics. These
two-axis gyros, mounted along the spacecraft
body axes, provide a completely redundant
configuration. During normal operations, only
two of the three gyros will be powered to measure
spacecraft body rates in all axes. Body rate
knowledge is used by the attitude determination
algorithms and three-axis wheel controller. Since
WIRE has tighter jitter and lower slew rate
requirements than SWAS, the gyro electronics
saturation rate was reduced from 3 deg/sec to 1
deg/sec, which allowed a reduction in gyro noise.
The anticipated gyro performance will have 0.6
deglhr drift and less than 4.5 arcsecond/sec (30')
noise.

Attitude Control Electronics. The ACE box,
which contains an 8085 microprocessor, serves as
the interface to the sensors (excluding the star
tracker) and actuators.
Also contained in the
ACE box is the analog circuitry necessary to
perform initial sun acquisition upon separation
from the launch vehicle. A key modification to
the WIRE ACE box is the development of a
software safehold that allows earth avoidance
control and tighter sun pointing.
This is
accomplished using a hybrid hardware/software
level safehold, called ACE Safehold, which
utilizes some of the existing analog electronics
along with new 8085 software algorithms. By
using existing hardware, this design minimizes

Fluxgate Magnetometer.
The Three-Axis
fluxgate Magnetometer (TAM) is mounted on a
boom above the spacecraft top deck and measures
the earth's magnetic field. All of the ACS modes
use the TAM's measured geomagnetic field
vector.

4
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Reaction Wheels. Each of the four reaction
wheels provide 0.14 N-m of torque and over 2.9
N-m-s of momentum capacity. They are mounted
such that one wheel lies along the +Y spacecraft
axis and the other three are oriented to complete a
tetrahedral type wheel configuration. The +Y
reaction wheel provides a momentum bias for
initial sun acquisition and the control torque
necessary for earth avoidance in the safehold
modes. Since a Y axis momentum bias and
control torque is critical for safehold, a tetrahedral
configuration was chosen to allow the three
remaining wheels to be used in the event of a Ywheel failure. The ACS also relies on the four
reaction wheels for maneuvering the spacecraft
and providing a momentum bias during normal
operations. Since science target maneuvering will
occur primarily about the Y axis, the tetrahedral
configuration provides maximum torque and
angular momentum capacity in this axis. In the
event of a single wheel failure, this reaction wheel
configuration allows the ACS to retain three-axis
control capability.

on the front side of the spacecraft structure, the
DSS boresight is aligned with the +Y body axis.
If the sun is in the DSS FOV, the ACS uses the
more precisely measured DSS sun vector for
attitude determination, sun constraint checking,
and sun pointing error signals.

Wide Angle Earth Sensor. The Wide Angle Earth
Sensor (WAES), supplied by Servo Corporation,
provides single axis earth pointing information for
use in the Safehold control modes. The sensor
consists of 2 heads, mounted on the +X and -X
sides of the spacecraft upper deck. Each head has
a 5 by 120 degree field of view and senses the
fraction of the WAES FOV that is subtended by
the earth. The total sensor output is the difference
in the signals from the individual heads so that a
null signal is obtained when the spacecraft
negative-Z body axis is oriented along the nadir
direction.
The accuracy of the sensor is
approximately 5 degrees. This sensor information
is also used in the fault detection and handling
logic for checking the earth avoidance constraint.
Star Tracker. The ACS uses the star tracker
output for the fine attitude determination and
control during the science observing mode called
Stellar Point. The star tracker, a Ball Aerospace
CT-601 solid-state device, has an 8 degree by 8
degree field of view and can track up to 5 stars
between instrument magnitudes + 1.0 and +6.0.
This tracker has a bias of 3.4 arcseconds (lcr) and
a noise equivalent angle of 5.5 arcseconds (lcr).
Mounted on the anti-sun side of the spacecraft, the
star tracker bore sight is along the +Z axis of the
spacecraft. The misalignment between the star
tracker and instrument boresight will be measured
prior to launch. On-orbit misalignment checks
between the star tracker and the instrument will be
performed on the ground using the science
instrument images. Alignment corrections will
then be made to the target quaternions in the
uploaded science time lines.

Procured Sensors and Actuators

The procured sensors and actuators for the WIRE
ACS are: sun sensors, earth sensor, star tracker,
and magnetic torquer bars. These are the same
elements used on SWAS with the exception of the
earth sensor. The addition of an earth sensor gives
the necessary input for control in the safehold
modes and is also used for earth constraint
checking.

Coarse Sun Sensors. Six Coarse Sun Sensors
(CSS) are mounted at various locations on the
solar arrays and backside of the spacecraft
structure and provide 41t steradian coverage.
These sensors, which have a ±85 degree field of
view (FOV), are supplied by Adcole. The CSS's
are simple analog cosine devices that measure the
sun vector and provide eclipse detection. This
coarse sun vector information is used for attitude
determination and sun pointing error signals.

Magnetic Torquer Bars. The ACS uses three
magnetic torquer bars (MTBs) mounted parallel to
the spacecraft body axes for rate damping and sun
pointing control during initial acquisition and
safehold modes. During all of the WIRE ACS

Digital Sun Sensor. The Digital Sun Sensor
(DSS) provided by Adcole has a ±64 degree field
of view and a resolution of 0.5 degree. Mounted
5
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modes, the MTBs also provide the magnetic
dipoles necessary for angular momentum
unloading. These electromagnetic torquers are
capable of generating a controlled magnetic dipole
in the range of ± 60 A-m 2 .

transItions by keeping a consistent bias and by
providing passive pointing stability about the sun
line. Each ACS operational mode is described in
the following sections. ACE and SCS Safehold
modes are executed at a 2 Hz rate with the higher
modes running at 10Hz. Tables 1 and 2 provide a
brief summary of the WIRE ACS modes.

WIRE ACS Operational Modes

Analog Acquisition

Modifications were made to the baseline ACS for
SWAS in order to meet the unique WIRE sun and
earth avoidance constraints and to provide key
improvements which give a more robust and
autonomous system. Six different pointing control
modes make up the WIRE attitude control system.
Listed in hierarchical order beginning with the
lowest mode, they are: Analog Acquisition, ACE
Safehold, SCS Safehold, Zenith Sun Point,
Transitional Stellar Acquisition, and Stellar Point.
Additionally, there is a non-control mode called
Magnetic Calibration. These six control modes
are in a stair step configuration where the higher
modes are more complex and provide a higher
pointing accuracy. This system of modes allows
the WIRE ACS to autonomously command
downward mode transitions to protect the
instrument and spacecraft from anomalous
conditions. Unless an anomaly occurs, nominal
operations will have the ACS in Stellar Point
mode, pointing the instrument toward science
targets according to an uploaded timeline. Since
the safehold modes are momentum-biased and the
large slew maneuvers between science targets are
predominately about the Y axis, the ACS will
maintain the same system momentum bias toward
the sun throughout the mission.
This helps
mInImIZe attitude excursions during mode

Analog Acquisition mode, using the ACE box
analog circuitry, implements a B-dot and
precession controller that reduces body rates and
points the solar arrays toward the sun. This
momentum bias mode is the default ACS mode
when the ACE box is powered on. Since earth
avoidance control is not provided, Analog
Acquisition mode will only be used once for initial
sun acquisition while the instrument cover is still
in place. Analog Acquisition can only be exited
by a command from ground operators. WIRE
should never enter this mode again unless the
8085 processor fails or the ACE box is powered
off.
After spacecraft separation from the launch
vehicle, the ACE box is powered on and the Yreaction wheel is spun up and maintained at 150
rad/sec. The MTBs will switch according to the
B-dot control law to damp any initial spacecraft
tip-off rates. This creates a 1.8 N-m-s momentum
bias vector approximately along the +Y body axis.
Using information from the CSS, DSS, and TAM,
the nonlinear precession controller will command
the Y magnetic torquer bar to precess the
momentum bias vector toward the sun.

Table 1: ACS System Modes (ACE Box)
MODE NAME
..

~-

SENSORS

,.

ACTUATORS

............

Analog
Acquisition

CSS, DSS,
M agnetomei-er

Magnetic
Torquer Bars,
Y-Wheel

DESCRIPTION

CONTROL ELEMENTS
.. -

.

......

Analog electronics used only for
initial sun acquisition after launch
vehicle separation
(sun pointing only)

Analog electronics: B-dot,
sun precession, momentum
bias control

Heritage
f···

ACE Safehold

...........

CSS, DSS,
M agnetom eter,
Earth sensor

Magnetic
Torquer Bars,
Y-Wheel

- SAM PEX, S WAS,
TRACE
. .........

.....

Analog electronics:
compensated Mag, B-dot
8085 logic: sun precession,
earth avoidance, momentum
bias control

Electronics and 8085 logic in ACE
box, used as safehold for sun
pointing & earth avoidance
Modified from

- SAM PEX, S WAS,
TRACE
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Table 2: ACS System Modes (SCS 386 Processor).
MODE NAME
SCS Safe hold

SENSORS
CSS, DSS,
Magnetometer,
Earth Sensor

ACTUATORS

CONTROL ELEMENTS

DESCRIPTION

Magnetic Torquer Bars,
Y Wheel or A, B, C
Wheels

Digital version of ACE safehold:
B-dot, +Y axis sun precession,
earth avoidance, momentum bias
control

Used for safing within the SCS, sun
pointing & earth avoidance Also used
for L&EO and ACE safehold backup

Magnetic
Cal ibration

Magnetometer

Magnetic Torquer Bars

Zenith Sun Point

Magnetometer,
CSS, DSS, Gyros

Magnetic Torquer Bars,
4 Wheels

Transitional
Stellar
Acquisition

CSS, DSS,
Magnetometer,
Gyros

Magnetic Torquer Bars,
4 Wheels

Stellar Point

Star Tracker,
Gyros

Magnetic Torquer Bars,
4 Wheels

Modified from: -SAMPEX, SWAS,
TRACE
Used to calibrate the magnetometer
contamination matrix

3-axis science control laws,
momentum management, coarse
attitude determination,
zenith/sun target
3-axis science control laws,
momentum management, coarse
attitude determination, science
timeline target and initial star
acquisition
3-axis science control laws,
momentum management, fine
attitude determination, science
timeline targets

Heritage: -SAMPEX, SWAS, TRACE
Used for pointing Y axis on sun and Z
axis near zenith
Modified from: -SWAS, TRACE
Used for initial star acquisition and
transitioning into Stellar Point
Modified from: -SWAS

Used for normal science pointing
mode:
-Fixed target type
-Dither target type
Modified from: ·SWAS

mode for the WIRE mission by providing a
safety net that protects the spacecraft and
instrument from serious anomalies.

Analog Acquisition is sized to dampen tip-ofI
rates of up to 9 deg/sec and precess the solar
arrays to the sun from any initial attitude befor,e
reaching 80% depth of discharge on the
spacecraft battery. This mode will maintain the
spacecraft solar arrays pointed to within 30
degrees of the sun line.

ACE Safehold is a hybrid mode using the ACE
box analog electronics and 8085 processor with
the software residing in PROM. The software
algorithms were kept simple since processor
limitations allowed only integer math with a
limit on execution time of no more than 40
milliseconds per 10Hz cycle.
Figure 4
illustrates the ACE Safehold mode sensors,
processing, and actuator commands where Sx,
Sz, Bx, and Bz represent the sun and magnetic
field components in the X and Z body axes. As
in Analog Acquisition, this mode attempts to
maintain a momentum bias of 1.8 N-m-s.
Spacecraft rates are nulled by commanding the
MTBs using magnetometer information passed
through a B-dot filter on the analog card. The
precession logic uses the compensated magnetic
field vector and sun sensor information to
command the Y-MTB to precess the momentum
bias vector towards the sun. In order to meet the
WIRE sun avoidance constraint, a linear
precession control term is used instead of the

ACE Safehold

ACE Safehold mode points the solar arrays
toward the sun and the instrument boresight
away from the earth. These functions are
accomplished by employing a minimal suite of
hardware and software components: CSS, DSS,
TAM, WAES, V-wheel, MTBs, and the ACE
box. ACE Safehold mode can be entered by
ground command or autonomously due to the
ACS Fault Detection and Handling (FDH) logic.
Additionally, SCS processor anomalies due to
radiation effects (such as single event upsets), or
system level checks such as low battery voltage
can also trigger a transition back to this mode.
In order to exit ACE Safehold mode, a
command from ground operators is required.
ACE Safehold functions as the lowest level safe
7
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Figure 4: ACE Safehold Mode Block Diagram.
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detection and handling logic. Either a ground or
onboard FDH command can transition the
spacecraft out of this ACS mode. SCS Safehold
acts as a safe mode for FDH transitions and also
eases the transition from ACE box control to SCS
controL

bang-bang control on SWAS. Once the spacecraft
has acquired the sun, the earth avoidance logic is
enabled. This causes the instrument boresight (+Z
axis) to be controlled away from the earth and
towards zenith. The WAES provides the zenith
error signal to the single axis PO control law,
which in turn modulates the Y -wheel momentum
bias to provide the necessary earth avoidance
control torques. The X and Z magnetic torquer
bars are commanded to keep the reaction wheel
from saturating. Once steady state is reached,
ACE Safehold should maintain the Y axis within
30 degrees of the sun line and meet the instrument
An
sun and earth avoidance constraints.
additional feature of this hardware safe mode is
that ground operators can reconfigure ACE
Safehold to use the other three reaction wheels in
place of the Y wheel if necessary.

An additional feature of SCS Safehold is the
ability to autonomously reconfigure the mode in
the event of a WAES or Y-wheel anomaly. In the
event of a WAES anomaly, the Y axis attitude
error required by the controller is computed using
the algebraic method. 5 Also known as Three-Axis
Attitude Determination (TRIAD), the algebraic
method uses measurements from the DSS (or
CSSs), TAM, and the onboard earth magnetic
field and solar models. In the case of a sensed Ywheel anomaly, the other three reaction wheels are
commanded together to provide the necessary Y
axis earth avoidance control torque.

SCS Safehold
SCS Safehold mode is implemented in the SCS
microprocessor and provides all of the same
functions as ACE Safehold. This mode, which
executes at 2 Hz, utilizes all of the same sensors
and actuators as the hardware safe mode. SCS
Safehold can be entered either by ground
command or autonomously through the ACS fault

Magnetic Calibration
Magnetic calibration mode is not an actual control
mode but a 6.1 second procedure that measures
the contamination of the TAM readings due to the
magnetic torquer bars. This calibration procedure
sequentially turns on and off each MTB at a
8
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known dipole level, measures the corresponding
change in the magnetometer readings, computes a
contamination matrix, and returns to the previous
ACS mode. Ground personnel must then decide
whether to update the existing on-board TAM
contamination matrix with these new results.

automatically transitions to Stellar Point mode,
remaining pointed on the target.
Star acquisition for WIRE has been enhanced
from the SWAS direct match approach. For
SWAS, inaccuracies in the estimated attitude were
treated by requiring that a "base star" be found for
each target attitude that could easily be
distinguished. This required SWAS to have two
special target attitudes, which were predetermined
for use during initial star acquisition from the
coarse attitude estimate. WIRE, due to the sun
and earth constraints, must be able to use science
targets for initial star acquisition. Since the WIRE
mission duration is only 4 months, the ability to
autonomously transition into Stellar Point mode
for science data-taking as quickly as possible is of
strong importance. To accomplish this, a two star
approach for base star identification replaces the
simple direct match methodology.

Zenith Sun Point

The primary purpose of Zenith Sun Point (ZSP)
mode is to maintain attitude control to better than
a 3.0 degree accuracy using the coarse attitude
determination filter and 3-axis wheel control law
(discussed in the Attitude Determination and
Control section below). ZSP also serves as a
safing mode when minor anomalies occur in
Stellar Point mode. When the ACS is in ZSP,
target attitudes are generated autonomously
onboard to insure sufficient illumination of the
solar panels in addition to satisfying earth
avoidance requirements.
The nominal ZSP
attitude places the spacecraft Y axis along the sun
line and aligns the Z axis as closely as possible
with the local zenith direction. In addition, the
scientists can set a "tip" angle in the range of 0 to
7.5 degrees which results in the nominal Y axis
being tilted below the sun line by the amount of
the tip angle. Before the ACS can transition to the
next higher mode, the ground must enable timeline
processing. However, once time line processing is
enabled, the ACS can autonomously enter
Transitional Stellar Acquisition (TSA) upon
receipt of a valid science timeline command.

Based on WIRE's combination of sensor and orbit
geometry, a 2 degree by 6 degree reduced FOV is
used in TSA to search for the base star using guide
star 1 in the current target list. Up to 4 observed
stars in the reduced FOV can be taken as
candidates for the base star. Given a candidate
star, the ACS commands a directed search at the
calculated relative location for guide star 2
assuming the sensed star is the true base star. This
search uses the CT -60 l's 8 arcminute by 8
arcminute directed search window. If a second star
is not found, then guide star 3 is sought using the
same base star. This process continues through
guide star 5 (the maximum number of stars that
can be tracked by the WIRE star tracker). At this
point, the procedure is repeated for the next base
star candidate, if necessary. As soon as a base star
candidate has been found to have a second star
within the 8 arcminute by 8 arcminute directed
search window, the base star is considered
verified. The other base star candidates are
released and directed searches for the remaining
guide stars are commanded. If none of the
candidate base stars produce a match for a second
star, the guide star list is cycled and the process is
repeated. The cycling of the guide star list results
in guide star 2 now being the base star.

Transitional Stellar Acquisition

TSA employs the same coarse attitude
determination and wheel control schemes as ZSP
except target attitudes (quaternions) come from
the science timeline.
Along with the target
quaternions, up to 5 guide star vectors and their
associated magnitudes are also included in the
timeline. In this mode, the coarse attitude solution
is used not only for control but also to accomplish
initial star acquisition at the commanded target.
When TSA is entered, the spacecraft will
maneuver from the zenith-sun attitude to the
commanded science target. Upon successful star
acquisition and identification, the spacecraft
9
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commands a mode change to TSA so that the
process can restart using the coarse attitude
estimate and the larger reduced FOV size in
searching for the base star.

An important point in the star acquisition process
is that the star measurements will not be accepted
for use in attitude determination unless "good star
condition" is achieved. The good star condition
check ensures that the identified guide stars are
sufficiently separated for accurate 3-axis attitude
determination. If too much time has passed
searching for the guide stars, the ACS commands
a full FOV search to provide information for
ground analysis of the situation. The ACS will
remain at its current attitude until the next timeline
target is received.

Attitude Determination and Control
The nominal mission ACS capabilities are
implemented with digital control laws hosted in
the SCS microprocessor. All three-axis attitude
determination and wheel control is performed
under Zenith Sun Point, Transitional Stellar
Acquisition, and Stellar Point modes. These
modes share the same wheel controller,
momentum management, and three state Kalman
filter but use them in different ways to achieve
different goals. SW AS, TRACE, and WIRE use
these core algorithms with only small mission
specific modifications. Figure 5 is a functional
block diagram depicting the three-axis attitude
determination and control scheme.

Stellar Point
Stellar Point (STP) mode utilizes the fine attitude
determination and 3-axis wheel control laws
(discussed in the section below) to point at science
targets according to the uplinked timeline. Since
all of the science data will be gathered in this
mode, the spacecraft is expected to spend the
majority of its time there. The spacecraft will
maneuver to a timeline commanded target and
acquire the stars. Once the stars are acquired and
the fine attitude determination solution has
converged, the estimated attitude error in the
spacecraft X and Y axes is nominally within 5 arcseconds and within 1 arc-minute about the Z axis.
There are two types of observational submodes
available during Stellar Pointing: Fixed and
Dither. Fixed observations require the ACS to
remain inertially fixed, pointing the instrument to
the target. For Dither observations, the ACS
rotates the spacecraft small distances (nominally
one arcminute) to point the instrument in a
predefined pattern about the target. The spacecraft
will perform these one arcminute dither
maneuvers and settle within the pointing and jitter
requirements in less than 7 seconds.
Both
observation types will continue until the next
timeline command is pr9cessed.

Magnetic
Torquer Bars

Figure 5:
modes.

Block Diagram of ZSP, TSA, and STP

Attitude Determination

Star acquisition in STP is the same as for TSA
with 2 exceptions. The initial reduced FOV
command for the base star search is smaller,
nominally 0.5 degree by 0.5 degree. This reduced
FOV window size is specified for each target in
the time line. Secondly, if star acquisition is not
achieved within a specified time, the ACS

The three states of the Kalman filter are the
attitude errors about the spacecraft X, Y, and Z
axes. The filter is executed at a 10Hz frequency,
using the gyro output rates to propagate the
estimated attitude. In all three modes, a coarse
attitude is estimated using the coarse sensors
10
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(TAM, and DSS or CSS) and the respective
magnetic field and solar models for Kalman filter
updates. The TRIAD method is used to compute
the initial attitude estimate based on the sun and
magnetic field measurements, and onboard
models.

Momentum Management
The momentum management control maintains an
approximate system angular momentum bias of
1.8 N-m-s directed towards the sun during ZSP,
TSA, and STP. The algorithm uses the TAM, sun
sensors, gyros, and wheel speed information to
generate the required MTB commands. These
commands are based on the current system
momentum, the desired bias momentum, and the
magnetic field vector. Momentum management is
executed at a 1 Hz frequency. The resulting
momentum unloading torque on the spacecraft is
considered as an external disturbance torque by
the slewing controller, with the net result being the
appropriate changes in the reaction wheel speeds.

In
STP, fine
attitude determination is
accomplished by executing the same Kalman filter
but using measurements from the star tracker in
place of the coarse sensors.
Reference star
information is taken from the uplinked science
timeline and the coarse attitude filter is used to
initialize the stellar-based filter. Figure 6 shows
how the estimated quaternion (q), covariance (P),
state (x), and Kalman gain (K) are updated and
propagated for coarse and fine attitude
determ ination.

Fault Detection and Handling
eoa"", Altitude Determination
SMEX missions are considered single-string
spacecraft; however, an attempt is made to provide
spacecraft and instrument safing, graceful control
mode degradation, and limited redundancy. Once
WIRE is launched, problems or faults can arise
during the mission lifetime. Given the sensors
available, it is possible that a fault could be
detected before significant damage to the mission
can occur. The purpose of the Fault Detection and
Handling (FDH) system is to autonomously detect
a fault and take action to either allow WIRE to
resume its mission or to put WIRE into a safe
configuration until the ground operators are able
to address the situation. Since WIRE will have
infrequent contact with the ground, the FDH
system must be autonomous. This is essential
because the instrument can be catastrophically
damaged by the sun before ground intervention is
possible.

P,q
Deterministic :

~':)

~

q

C'ryro

Coarn:
S"""'"

Attitude
IPropagation
!

q(coarne)

Update

p.q

K,.,P,q

Kalman Filter

FIne Altitude Determination

Kalman Filter

Figure 6: Coarse and Fine Attitude Determination.

Slewing and Fine Pointing Control
A momentum-based eigenaxis slew controller is
implemented to perform the large angle
maneuvers between targets. These slews are
accomplished by generating torque commands that
maintain spacecraft angular velocity parallel to the
eigenaxis (axis of rotation). Once in the vicinity
of the target, a linear PD controller switches in for
reducing residual attitude errors.
This fine
pointing control is also used for the small angle
dither maneuvers. An integral term is then added
(PID control) at a specified threshold to reduce the
steady state error.

FDH Requirements
The WIRE FDH is required to provide protection
against specific single point faults and to ensure
the safety of the spacecraft and the science
instrument. The safety requirements include the
following:
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I) Y axis pointing within 30° of the sun for
power and thennal concerns
2) Z axis pointing at least 75° from the sun for
science instrument protection
3) Z axis within 30° of zenith for cryogen
conservation

onboard ephemeris, failure to initialize the coarse
attitude filter, invalid value for the current control
mode software variable, wheels powered off, and
gyros powered off.

For violations of the above constraints, the FOR
will command downward mode transitions. Oue
to the differences in the attitude control for the
various ACS modes, these constraints are
implemented in varying fashions for each mode.

Certain features were designed into the FOR
software. One feature is that all ACS FOR is
perfonned only in the SCS 386. The ACE box
software is not impacted.

FDHDesign

Each FOR check has certain properties. A check
is defined with both time duration and a tolerance
value for evaluating if a failure condition exists.
A fault is declared if the fault tolerance is
exceeded for a continuous time span greater than
the duration limit. Generally, the more accurate
modes are held to tighter tolerances. For example,
action is taken if a safety constraint is violated in
the STP mode for over 1 second. On the other
extreme, because of the slower acting magnetic
control in SCS Safehold, allowed time durations
for violations are on the order of hundreds of
seconds. Additionally, a priority or rank is
associated with each check in order to resolve
multiple faults in a computer cycle. The FOR is
designed so that all of these parameters reside in
tables, thus allowing easy reconfiguration.
Statistics on detected failures are kept within the
FOR system, and the ground is notified of any
actions taken by the FOR.

The rationale for the downward mode transitions
is that WIRE will fall to the highest mode that will
still ensure spacecraft and instrument safety. By
remaining in the highest possible mode, the
spacecraft can return more swiftly to taking
science data in STP mode. Additionally, the
expectation is that WIRE will remain safe in SCS
safehold for failures that might otherwise prove
catastrophic. ACE safehold mode will provide
protection against spurious FOR reconfigurations,
or SCS processor resets due to single-eventupsets.
The safety requirements and some other faults that
the FOR system can detect are listed in Table 3
along with the FOR response. In addition to these
listed actions, statistic counters are incremented
and the ground is notified of the corrective action.
Inherited from the SWAS ACS and included in the
WIRE FOR are tests for missing data packets, bad

Table 3. WIRE Fault Detection & Handling.

Number
1
2
3
4
5

FAULT
Y axis not within 30° of sun line
Z axis within 75° of sun line
Z axis not within 30° of Zenith
Y axis reaction wheel failure
W AES sensor output in error

6
7
8
9
10

Gyro acceleration limit exceeded
Stellar acquisition time out
Good star condition not met
Attitude filter covariance in error
Attitude filter diverging checks

RESULTING ACTION
Command downward mode transition
Command downward mode transition
Command downward mode transition
Reconfigure SCS Safehold for 3-wheel control
Use infonnation from a single frame coarse attitude
estimate for zenith pointing error signal
Use previous gyro rate
Transition to TSA mode
Star data not used in fine attitude detennination filter
Re-initialize covariance matrix
None (statistics counter updated)
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Table 4: Simulation Parameters

Perhaps the most important feature of the FDH
design is that the mission operators can choose to
enable or disable the FDH software system in its
entirety or by the individual FDH checks. This
ensures that, in the final analysis, the FDH will not
prevent the execution of a command that might be
desired by the spacecraft operators.

Orbit
Altitude (Ian)
Inclination (degrees)
Spacecraft
Inertia (kg-m 2)

As a related issue, there are 3 system level safing
tests that exist outside of the ACS. First, if the
SCS resets in any mode (except for Analog
Acquisition or ACE safehold), WIRE will
transition to ACE safehold - which does not
depend on the SCS. Then there are 2 low battery
condition tests. One is a software test conducted
when WIRE is in either TSA or STP (timeline
target modes). In this case, WIRE transitions to
the ZSP mode, which nominally points the solar
arrays to the sun. The other test is a hardware
check for a low battery level which causes a
transition to ACE safehold.

Full Sun at Autumnal Equinox
470 x 540
97

0.42

l77J6
0.42

74.38

-0.79

5.2

-079]
5.2

33.48

Initial Sun Acquisition

The performance of the Analog Acquisition and
ACE Safehold modes are demonstrated in this
simulation
which
runs
for
6.7
hours
(approximately 4 orbits). The simulation begins
just after separation from the launch vehicle with
the ACS in the Analog Acquisition mode. Due to
tip-off, the spacecraft has initial body rates of 3
deg/sec about the spacecraft X axis, -2 deg/sec
about the Y axis, and 1 deg/sec about the Z axis.
Because of these tip-off rates, the ACS primarily
works to damp the body rates and build up the net
system momentum in the spacecraft Y body axis
for the first orbit. The rate damping can be seen in
the plots of the spacecraft X, Y, and Z body rates
(Figure 7) while the system momentum build up is
seen in the first 0.5 orbit of the run (Figure 8).
The precession of the Y axis to the sun line is
shown by a plot of the angle between the +Y axis
and the sun line (Figure 9). In less than 1.5 orbits,
the Yaxis is within 30 degrees of the sun line.

Simulation and Performance Results
In order to evaluate the WIRE ACS performance
during all modes of operation, a three-axis, nonlinear, time-domain simulation has been
developed using the TREETOPS software
package. 6 This high-fidelity analysis simulation
includes models of the orbital environment,
spacecraft dynamics, sensor performance, and
actuator behavior. The WIRE ACS algorithms
have been coded into the simulation as an aid to
both algorithm development, and flight software
testing and evaluation. Performance results from
two scenarios using the high fidelity simulation
are presented below. The parameters in Table 4
are used for both the Initial Sun Acquisition
scenario and the SCS Safehold Through Stellar
Point case.

Two orbits into the run, the ACS is commanded
into ACE Safehold mode. Compared to Analog
Safehold, the most important differences are that
ACE Safehold provides earth avoidance and
improved sun tracking. Because earth avoidance
control begins, there is the potential for a
substantial Y maneuver upon the start of ACE
Safehold. About a 30 degree maneuver is evident
in Figure 10, indicating the immediate execution
of the earth avoidance control algorithm. Once
ACE Safehold steady state has been reached, the
sun angle remains under 20 degrees (Figure 9) and
the +Z axis to nadir angle remains above 150
degrees (Figure 10).
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Figure 10: Angle from Spacecraft +Z axis to Nadir

Figure 9: Angle Between the Spacecraft +Y axis and
the Sun Line.

SCS Safehold through Stellar Point Mode

The second simulation is a 2 hour (approximately
1.25 orbit) run where the spacecraft begins in SCS
Safehold and climbs up the mode ladder to STP.
The simulation starts with the spacecraft in a
nominal steady state condition for SCS Safehold;
the Y axis is pointed towards the sun with the Y
reaction wheel spun up to provide the system
momentum bias of 1.8 N-m-s. WIRE remains in
this state for 20 minutes (approximately 0.2
orbits), at which time it is commanded into the
ZSP mode. Upon entering ZSP, the spacecraft
obtains a coarse attitude estimate and maneuvers
to the autonomously generated ZSP attitude.

Time (minutes)

Figure 11: Angle Between the Spacecraft +Y axis
and the Sun Line during SCS Safehold and ZSP
mode.

The spacecraft remains in ZSP until near the end
of orbit 1. During ZSP, the Y axis angle from the
sun is kept near the s~t tip angle of 5 degrees (see
Figure 11) while the Z axis remains in the sunzenith plane. The orbit geometry (97 degree
inclination) and the commanded tip angle will
cause the angle between the spacecraft Z axis and
zenith to vary from 0 to t 2 degrees for the chosen
orbit (the +Z axis to nadir angle varies from 180 to
168 degrees as seen in Figure 12).

Trme (minuteS)

Figure 12: Angle from Spacecraft +Z axis to Nadir
during SCS Safehold and ZSP mode.
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Just before the end of orbit 1, TSA is commanded
in the simulation. The transition to TSA can be
seen in Figure 13, when the angle between the
estimated attitude and the target attitude jumps to
20 degrees at 92 minutes into the run. WIRE's
stay in TSA mode is short-lived (35 seconds in the
featured simulation), since the spacecraft
autonomously enters STP once stars are acquired.
WIRE then remains in STP for the remainder of
the simulation. Also in figure 13, maneuvers to
other targets can be seen after the TSA transition
at about 9 minute intervals. Both TSA and STP
operate off of the uplinked science timeline, using
the timeline quatemions and reference guide stars.

Dither maneuvers can be seen occurring at a 50
second interval. After settling from a dither
maneuver, the pointing errors are shown in Figure
16 and demonstrate that the spacecraft meets the 6
arcsecond stability requirements.
45
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In STP, the pointing error is brought down to the
arcsecond level. The attitude determination errors
about the spacecraft body axes are plotted in
Figure 14. The X and Y attitude estimation errors
are under 5 arc seconds while the Z axis error is
around 40 arcseconds.
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Figure 13: Angle Between the Estimated and Target
Attitudes.

The angle from the estimated attitude to the
commanded target attitude is plotted for a time
span when WIRE is at a Dither target (Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Angle Between the Estimated and Target Attitude for Several Dither Offsets.

Additionally, the WIRE ACS performance was
simulated to demonstrate the vehicle behavior
during the various operational modes. The WIRE
ACS will provide high accuracy pointing, robust
maneuvering, and autonomous safing packaged in
a small, low cost spacecraft .
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